Abstract-For the time-consuming problem in calculating the fitness value, this paper proposes a hash bucket with precision mechanism for a quick query of the data in the neighborhood of a particle. In order to establish a balance between the calculation accuracy and utility, it uses the hash tables with precision mechanism to solve the problem in the storage and query of historical calculation data so that the neighborhood of a to-be-evaluated individual can be determined more accurately to reduce the error in estimating the fitness value. Moreover, it uses the typical reference functions to separately test the effectiveness and accuracy of the algorithms based on the values obtained in different dimensions. The test result proves that compared with the other algorithms described in this paper, our algorithm can provide a better solution in the context of the same number of times for fitness calculation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the insensitivity to the characteristics of the optimizing problem itself without any requirement on the continuity or differentiability of the objective function, the swarm intelligence algorithm that can be implemented easily has more advantages with its better global searching ability compared with the traditional single-point optimization algorithm. Therefore, it can provide a new idea and approach for the optimization design with great progress and successful application having been achieved in the field of engineering application. However, in practical engineering applications, it always takes several minutes, hours or a couple of days [1] [2] [3] [4] each time to acquire the value of an objective function, such as the fluid mechanics [5] [6] [7] applied in wing design, the parameter settings in engine controller and the finite element analysis [18] adopted in mechanical structure design. Hence, for the swarm intelligence algorithm with the operating time decided by the computing times of a fitness function, it has gradually aroused the attention of many people about how to reduce the computing time of the objective function to reduce the time spent on optimization [8] .
In order to solve the time-consuming problem in calculating the fitness value, fitness estimation methods are usually adopted in the practical calculation [9] [10] to replace the objective function that consumes much time on computation. Currently, the common fitness estimation methods include the fitness inheritance and the application of surrogate model [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, which method will perform better in fitness estimation? It can hardly be answered in face of the various problems and applications in practice. But we can make such an assumption that if the accuracy of fitness estimation can be secured, it is a priority to adopt such a method that requires less amount of calculation, such as fitness inheritance. However, during the fitness estimation, the main problem still lies in the determination on which individuals will be calculated actually and which individuals will be estimated based on fitness value without a big error [18] [19] . In this paper, we start from a simple fitness inheritance approach adopted in estimation strategies to discuss this problem.
II. INTRODUCTION OF FITNESS ESTIMATION STRATEGY
Fitness estimation strategy means the use of some given information to make an estimation on the unknown fitness value so as to replace the actual calculation based on a complex objective function. It's an estimation strategy adopted to save the time spent on algorithm optimization by reducing the number of times in actual fitness calculation. So far, there are many research papers and achievements about the fitness estimation strategies, which can be roughly grouped into two types: the surrogate model-based estimation strategy and the fitness inheritance-based estimation strategy. Fitness inheritance is a common estimation strategy by estimating the data in the neighborhood of a target particle to acquire the fitness value. However, as it's quite time consuming in acquiring the neighborhood data; it becomes extremely important about how to make a quick acquisition of the data in the neighborhood.
A. Fitness Estimation Strategy Based on Fitness Inheritance
The idea of fitness inheritance was originally proposed by Smith et al. (1995) [20] . It is an intuitive concept stating that the fitness of an individual is directly derived from that of its parents, and it discussed two types of inheritance: averaged inheritance and weighted inheritance. Salami and Hendtlass (2003) [21] introduced a "fast evolutionary algorithm". With this method, a fitness value and associated reliability value are assigned to each new individual, and the individual is only evaluated if its reliability value is below a threshold. As Ducheyne et al (2003) [22] mentioned, in many real-world applications of evolutionary algorithms, the characteristics of the parents cannot be used as a good indicator of their offspring. The reason could be that although the vast majority of the offspring have some connections with their parents, but for each individual offspring, it is not necessarily similar to its parents, but instead being similar with the individuals in vicinity. Cui and Sun (Cui et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2013 ) [23] [24] proposed the fitness inheritance model based on this similarity or credibility, using the particle swarm optimization evolutionary formula as well as the relationship between the individual locations, respectively. Due to the similarities among individuals as a result of the differences in the individuals' positions, Kim (Kim and Cho 2001) [25] used clustering for grouping the similar characteristics of the individuals. In every generation, to divide the current population cluster, only the individuals that are the closest to the cluster center are computed, and in each cluster, other individuals inherited the fitness of the calculated individuals in a weighted manner according to the Euclidean distances among the individuals. Coello (Reyes-Sierra and Coello 2005) [26] used a fitness inheritance model that also relied on weighted inheritance according to the Euclidean distances among individuals in multi-objective particle swarm optimization (PSO), while reducing the time required for calculation, and improved the performance in solving the classical test functions. Gomide (2006) [27] utilized a fuzzy clustering method that is based on fuzzy adaptive clustering of c-means, in which the individuals will be similar to the others in the same cluster. In this method, the most representative individuals in each cluster were calculated using the Euclidean distance weighting method and the membership degree weighting method to fitness inheritance. Fonseca et al (2009) [28] introduced similarity-based surrogate model based upon the k-nearest neighbors method (KNN). For a new individual generated by the evolutionary operators as the clustering center, neighbors are selected according to a decreasing order of similarity to the new individual, and then the new individual inherits the fitness of its neighbors using similarity weights. The similarity proposed by Fonseca is also based on the Euclidean distance among individuals. Subsequently, Fonseca et al (2012) [29] applied three different types of adaptive value inheritance models, including the averaged inheritance model, weighted inheritance model, and parent inheritance model, to a real-coded genetic algorithm for comparison.
In the above researches, fitness inheritance can effectively reduce the number of times in fitness calculation. However, the adoption of fitness inheritance firstly requires the selection of a proper training sample. Therefore, how to effectively choose a proper training sample has become an urgent problem that must be solved immediately.
III.
THE APPLICATION OF HASH TABLE TO QUERY THE NEIGHBORHOOD In order to solve the time-consuming problem in calculating the fitness value based on a complex algorithm, one solution has been proposed with the adoption of fitness estimation strategy. In other words, the calculated data around the target particle are used to estimate the fitness of the target particle. In most cases, fitness estimation strategy requires the query for the neighborhood data of a particle, which always demands a one-to-one comparison between the target particle and the other particles in terms of the position and distance. However, it will consume lots of time and resources regarding the comparison of distance between the particles.
To solve the problem about the continuity and the wide range of the historical calculating data among the continuous problems in an evolutionary algorithm, we've designed a hash table with precision mechanism. The application of precision mechanism in the hash table can effectively group the data into different scopes according to the precision. For example, if the position of a two-dimensional particle is "1.23456, 2.34567", then it can be stored in the hash table with a precision of 2 as "1.23, 2.35", or "1.235, 2.346" in the hash table with a precision of 3. Also it's "1.2346, 2.3457" in the hash table with a precision of 4. With this method, although it's the same number, it can correspond to multiple Particle Positions in a hash table with different precision. Therefore, the position of a particle can be grouped into different scopes according to the different precision.
In a hash bucket with precision mechanism, the position of different particles (key value) might have the same numerical value after the processing by the precision mechanism. However, the fitness value corresponding to the position of each individual particle is different. In view of this, we change the way that the data are stored in the hash table. By doing this, not only the fitness result but also the complete information of the Particle Position can be preserved in the value. For example, if the position of Particle a is "3.123456" with a fitness of "0.888888" and a precision of 3, the key will be "3.123" with a value of "0.888888" after the precision processing. In the hash table with a precision of 3, the key will still be stored as "3.123", but the value will be stored as "3.123456; 0.888888". If the position of Particle b is "3.123123" with a fitness of "0.111111", the key of Particle b is also "3.123" after the processing in the hash table with a precision of 3, but the fitness will be different from that of Particle a. In this case, if the data should be put into the hash table directly, the new fitness value (the fitness of Particle b) will overlay the fitness value (the fitness of Particle a) stored previously, which is adverse to the diversity of the particle data that have been stored. With our new value storage method, all of the fitness values will be preserved, although the key is the same. Therefore, with the same key in the hash table with a precision of 3, the value of Particle a and b can be saved as "3.123456; 0.888888, 3.123123; 0.111111". In this way, multiple particles will have the key of "3.123" after the precision processing, and there will be multiple neighborhood data around "3.123".
Particle fitness can be estimated through the following processes in a hash bucket with precision mechanism: Assume that we need to estimate the fitness of Particle P through the following four hash buckets, which separately include the hash bucket used to store the original data and the hash buckets with a precision of 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Firstly, make a query in the hash table used to store the initial precision. If the query succeeds, it means that this particle has been calculated and the data stored in the hash table is also the fitness of Particle P. However, if the query should fail, estimate the fitness of Particle P based on the data in the neighborhood of Particle P. Start the query from the hash bucket with a lower precision. In this case, search the Key of Particle P in the hash bucket with a precision of 2 after the precision processing. If the query should succeed, check whether the estimation condition has been met. If yes, make an estimation on the fitness of Particle P. But if the query should fail (the neighborhood data of Particle P haven't been calculated in the hash bucket with this precision) or the estimation condition fails to be met (insufficient particles are searched), search the hash bucket with greater precision. In this case, search the hash bucket with a precision of 3, where the scope for the neighborhood data of Particle P becomes larger. Although it would be prone to the detection of the calculated neighborhood data of Particle P, it also leads to a decrease in data accuracy. Should the query fail or the estimation condition fail to be met in the hash bucket with a precision of 3, extend the precision range of hash bucket and make a search in the hash bucket with a precision of 4. However, if the estimation on the fitness of Particle P should fail again, calculate the fitness value according to the fitness function and then save the calculation result into every hash bucket. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION For the calculation of fitness value, firstly take the current position of Particle Xi as the key and make a query in the hash table with the initial precision. If the Key can be found in the hash table, it means that Particle X i has been calculated and the fitness value F(X i ) has been stored in the table, where the corresponding value is also the target fitness value F(X i ) that will be calculated. However, if the key is not available in the table, then calculate the distance D ij between the existing Particle X i and the Particle X j that has been stored in the hash table with a precision mechanism. Assume that there are m ranges for the neighbor radius R of a particle. If the distance D ij between two particles meets D ij <R, then choose the fitness of n particles with the best fitness values among all particles that meet the condition to estimate the fitness of the existing Particle X j according to a certain calculation method (the average or weighted calculation). However, in the case that there are less than n particles that meet the above condition, search the particles in the neighborhood with a larger radius. If the fitness that meets the condition still cannot be found within a preset radius of m ranges, calculate the actual fitness value of this particle and store it in the various hash tables with different precision mechanisms. Mark every fitness value if it has been obtained through the estimation strategies. If the final optimal value is acquired through the estimation, re-calculate the fitness value of this particle to get a more accurate result. The complete algorithm description is provided as below: Algorithm 1: Step1:The initialization of multiple hash tables (with one used to save the data with complete precision and the others separately representing the hash tables with different precision); Step2:The initialization of population clusters and the calculation of every individual fitness; Step3:After the processing of an individual position (namely Key value) based on different precision, separately save the Key and the corresponding fitness value into the relevant hash tables; Step4:Make an evolution operation on the individuals to generate the offspring population according to a certain evolution rule; Step5:Calculate the fitness of an individual in the population cluster according to the Algorithm 2; Step6:Judge whether the algorithm termination condition has been met. If yes, the algorithm will come to an end. Otherwise, return to Step4. Step3: If the neighborhood data do not conform to the preset fitness estimation condition, the target particle is calculated according to the fitness function. After the processing based on different precision, the calculated fitness results are separately saved into different tables.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of the neighborhood query strategy through the hash buckets with precision mechanism, this paper adopts four commonly-used test functions (more details on Table VI), including two unimodal functions, which are the Sum of Different Power function (F1) and the Rosenbrock function (F2) and two multimodal functions, which are the Rastrigin function (F3) and the Griewank function (F4) to test the algorithm. In the simulation experiment, we've applied the mechanism of hash bucket into the pso algorithm (HTPSO) with the adoption of fitness-based neighborhood estimation strategy. Besides this, we've also adopted the hash table algorithm (SHPSO) with precision mechanism and the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize the above four test functions and make a comparison with the optimization result obtained through the HTPSO algorithm.
The parameter settings of the algorithm are provided as below: The number of particles in the population is 300 with the cognitive coefficient c1=0.9 and the social coefficient c2=1.2 in 10 dimensions. Run the algorithm for 20 times with the number of iterations set to be 150. Table I shows the optimization result of the four test functions through the above three algorithms and the fewer computing times by the particle swarm optimization algorithm with the application of hash table than that through the standard particle swarm optimization algorithm in the context of similar computing results having been obtained. With an approximate number of times in the estimation, the HTPSO algorithm can provide a better fitness value than the SHPSO algorithm. It proves that the HTPSO algorithm can effectively reduce the number of times for fitness calculation when a similar fitness result is guaranteed compared with the original algorithm. In order to verify that HTPSO is an efficient neighborhood estimation strategy, we compare it with a common neighborhood estimation strategy (hereafter referred to as ESPSO), which also means the adoption of the fitness values of 10 particles that are nearest to the target particle to make an estimation. However, as the number of times for the estimation made based on the HTPSO is unknown in advance, then set an equal number of times for the estimation based on the ESPSO. Under the same experimental conditions, compare the mean fitness values obtained through both methods to verify the validity of the strategy proposed in this paper.
The experimental operating conditions are set as below: apply both of the fitness estimation strategies into the standard PSO algorithm with the number of particles in the population set to be 30, the cognitive coefficient c1=0.9 and the social coefficient c2=1.2 in 10 dimensions. Run the algorithm for 30 times with the number of iterations set to be 100. In the tables from Table II to Table V , both of the fitness estimation strategies based on the neighborhood data have been adopted to separately calculate the fitness results. The figures from Fig.1to Fig.8 show the trend of fitness results obtained in different neighborhood radius according to both of the estimation strategies. Both of the tables and figures reveal that the mean fitness values are quite similar through both of the strategies with little difference in the number of times for fitness calculation. Therefore, it proves that this new neighborhood data-based fitness estimation strategy works quite effectively. VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS Our neighborhood data-based fitness estimation strategy is a feasible approach to solve the time-consuming problem in calculating fitness. In most cases, the common estimation strategies always require the calculation on the neighborhood data of a particle, which usually requires a one-to-one comparison between the target particle and the other particles in terms of the position and distance. In this paper, we utilize the special characteristics of hash table with fast storage and query to reduce the time spent on comparison during the query of neighborhood data, which to some extent improves the algorithmic efficiency. 
